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NEWSLETTER
Our next meeting will be held on Thursday, January 19, 2006 at 7:30 PM
Recreation Room, San Francisco County Fair Building, 9th Avenue at Lincoln Way, Golden Gate Park,
San Francisco

January Program
Winter Blooming Bromeliads
This month, Bruce McCoy will lead a
discussion and show and tell of bromeliads
that are currently in flower. So bring in your
winter bloomers and let’s have a great show
and tell.
Even though we had a wealth of plants at the
Holiday potluck, we hope to have a great
plant table this month also.

January Refreshments
Here is Aechmea gamosepala, one on the
bromeliads that is a winter bloomer. Photo by
Ken Marks is courtesy of Florida Council of
Bromeliad Societies.

Roger Lane has signed up for refreshments
this month. Can someone help Roger with
refreshments?
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pollinating tool, so I’ve regularly used a small artist’s
brush. Species Bill pollen is apparently stronger than
the hybrid, and is viable over a long period of time.
Billbergia pyramidalis, nutans and similar Bills are
willing to mate with about anything. My records
indicate I get seed to set in about 20 percent of my
attempts. I’ll concede that the private parts are
perhaps a bit handier on Bills, but they are as delicate,
stubborn, difficult and cranky as any of the other
genera.

December Meeting
Last month’s meeting was devoted to sharing
good food and socializing with each other.
Michael Kiehl provided a spectacular group of
gift plants for the membership. Each member
also provided wonderful plants for exchange.
Thanks to Dan Arcos and Marilyn Moyer for
organizing the party and helping to get a good
turnout for the party. Thanks also to Barrett
Bassick for the plants he donated from his
collection.
Unfortunately for us, Barrett is
moving to Florida, but we wish you the best!

Tillandsia pedicellata and a few of its
cousins
This article by Herb Plever is taken from the March
1997 Bromeliana, newsletter of the New York
Bromeliad Society. This article is especially interesting
to those of us who have recently traveled to northern
Argentina and seen some of these plants in habitat.

Freeze Your Pollen,
Hybridizing Hints
This article by Don Beadle, Billbergia hybridizer
extraordinaire is taken from the March 2002 newsletter
of the San Diego Bromeliad Society.

Subgenus Diaphoranthema of genus Tillandsia
includes a number of interesting moss-like plants
which I have enjoyed growing. They range from
tiny to very small with stems in lengths from ½
inch to about 5-6 inches.

Early in collecting and raising Billbergias, it
seemed reasonable to me that most of the hybrid
Bills were from marriages of convenience and
occurred when bloom periods naturally coincided
in the hybridizer’s greenhouse. My early efforts
were limited to crossing and reverse-crossing
whatever was ready each morning. This resulted
in a lot of cousins that carried strong family
resemblances, but few beauty contest winners.

They are rarely found in collections even among
Tillandsia buffs, perhaps because they are not
spectacular in bloom.
Their attraction and
fascination to me lies more in their
uncharacteristic, odd shapes and clumping habits,
and in the challenge of catching their short-lived
flowers. You can make a very interesting exotic
arrangement on a small cork plaque with these
plants.

The desire to cross Muriel Waterman as a pollen plant
to one of the late spring bloomers resulted in my
research on pollen preservation. The only references I
found said it wouldn’t work. I therefore tried myself.
I began collecting ripe pollen in small plastic bags
labeled with the donor plant’s identity and date. The
bags were stored in the corner of the refrigerator.
Within a few days, mildew or mold had destroyed
most of the materials, so I moved the bags to the
freezer.

T. pedicellata is the hardest plant to find. It is
indigenous to Argentina and Bolivia where it
grows in huge clumps in dry areas as an epiphyte
on trees and saxicolous on rocky cliffs [we also
found them growing on cacti – Ed.]. One might
think that this and other mossy plants would be
readily available, so perhaps their scarcity is due
to the absence of grower demand. (You may now
guess at the purpose of this article.) It is also
strange that we don’t seem to have any collecting
sources in Argentina.

This apparently worked fine, because the mother Bills
never suspected they were being artificially
impregnated and placidly accepted the chilly pollen.
There seemed to be no problem with obtaining crosses
with pollen up to 90 days old. The acceptance rate
seemed to drop off after 60 days. But crosses have
been made successfully with pollen frozen for 18
months.

T. pedicellata has had an erratic taxonomic
history. Originally described as a species by Mez
and Castellanos, it was placed into synonymy
with T. bryoides in the Monograph of the
Bromeliaceae in 1977 by Dr. Lyman Smith, who,

Frozen pollen seems to become dry, fine and hard to
handle with toothpicks, pencil tips or other solid
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in this case, was only working from dried,
possibly incomplete material. (The importance of
his monumental work to bromeliad taxonomy
cannot be overstated.) Two years earlier, I had
already received several clumps of T. pedicellata
from Dorothea Muhr who lived in the mountains
in the province of Jujuy, Argentina. From this
material as shown in the photos on this page, it
was clear that the plant was different from T.
bryoides in that it had open, violet-black petals in
contrast to the latter’s tubular yellow flower. I
spoke to Dr. Smith on this issue and found that he
was troubled by the fact that some of the dried
plants he had examined had not formed a pedicel,
or flower stalk.

Tillandsia bryoides photo by Derek Butcher is
courtesy of Florida Council of Bromeliad Societies.
Tillandsia pedicellata photo by Herb Plever is courtesy
of Florida Council of Bromeliad Societies

This points up the disadvantage of not working
with live material, because it was clear that the
plants in my clumps pedicellated only after
flowering, and then only if pollination had taken
place and a viable seed capsule was formed. And
that is the description given to the plant by Dr.
Werner Rauh, who, working from collected
material, restored the plant to separate species
status.

rocks in dry habitats.
The finer-leaved T.
bryoides
is found in Peru, Argentina, and Bolivia.
The tiny T. loliacea can be many flowered
depending on the plant and conditions. It is the
easiest to grow and flower, and it clumps and
spreads readily.

The stamens and pistil in T. pedicellata are
somewhat included (recessed) which facilitates
self-pollination. Thus the raising of the seed pod
on a pedicel above the plant (by natural selection)
is an evolutionary device to promote wider
distribution of the seeds when they are dispersed
on the air currents after the capsule bursts open.

T. tricholepsis varies in stem thickness and from
1 inch to 6 inches in length, depending on its
habitat. It can be 1 to 5 flowered, but I have found
that only the forms with coarser, more spreading
leaves keep its flowers in color long enough to be
seen. Most of the narrow stemmed forms put up
pedicellated spikes which never seem to show an
open flower when you are looking for it. I grow
these plants on cork hung in the window or under

Both T. bryoides and T. pedicellata have only
one, terminal flower and both are found and both
are found growing epiphytically in forests and on
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Bruce McCoy has been busy lining up a wonderful set
of speakers for this year’s monthly meetings. Here is
what he has scheduled so far.

fluorescent lights. They have not presented any
special cultural difficulties. In addition to the
four plants shown here, there are many other
small, interesting plants in this sub-genus worth
growing and some of them, such as T. rectangula,
T. retorta, T. recurvata, and T. capillaris can be
found in Tillandsia nursery catalogs.

February 16th: Peter Wan, “Bromeliads at
Iguaçu Falls”
March 16th: Dennis Heckart will be returning
for a visit from his home on the Big Island to
present a show entitled, what else, "Bromeliads in
Hawaii." Welcome back Dennis!

Difficult to find but worth growing are T.
aizoides, T. angulosa and T. funebris. Small
clumps of a number of the plants discussed here,
mounted on bark, together with other small
Tillandsias such as different forms of T. ionantha,
T. mallemontii, T. fuschii, and T. mauryana make
an interesting display. Clumps of blooming
miniatures make a good show, and you can get
many clumps on one plaque.

April 20th: Jeffrey Kent of Kent's Bromeliad
Nursery will dazzle us with a show on Ecuador
and provide a plant table from his nursery.
June 6 through June 11: Bromeliads on the
Border, 17th World Bromeliad Conference in San
Diego.
June 17 and 18: Our annual plant sale at the San
Francisco County Fair Building.
Sunday, July 23rd: A tour of some members'
gardens and collections in San Francisco.
August 17th: Betty Patterson of Dallas and avid
Ecuador trekker.
September 21st: Bruce Holst of Marie Selby
Gardens and former BSI Journal co-editor on the
Tapuis of Venezuela. The Lost World!!

Tillandsia tricholepsis photo by Derek Butcher is
courtesy of Florida Council of Bromeliad Societies

December 21st: Holiday Potluck

Tillandsia loliacea photo by Manfred Brötzmann is
courtesy of Florida Council of Bromeliad Societies

Upcoming Meetings and Activities
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BROMELIAD SOCIETY OF SAN FRANCISCO
2006 MEMBERSHIP FORM
NAME_________________________________________________________________
STREET_______________________________________________________________
APARTMENT (IF APPLICABLE)____________________________________________
CITY__________________________________________________________________
STATE________________________________________________________________
ZIP___________________________________________________________________
May publish
PHONE (Home)____________________________________________ May not publish
May publish
PHONE (Work)____________________________________________ May not publish
May publish
E-Mail Address____________________________________________ May not publish
MEMBERSHIP FEE

(INDIVIDUAL) $15.00

(HOUSEHOLD) $20.00

PLEASE MAKE YOUR CHECK PAYMENT FOR THE TOTAL AMOUNT DUE PAYABLE TO
“BROMELIAD SOCIETY OF SAN FRANCISCO” OR TO “BSSF”
MAIL TO:
Harold Charns
BSSF Treasurer
255 States Street
San Francisco, CA 94114-1405
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BROMELIAD SOCIETY OF SAN FRANCISCO (BSSF)
The BSSF is a non-profit educational organization promoting the study and cultivation of bromeliads. The BSSF
rd
meets monthly on the 3 Thursday at 7:30 PM in the Recreation room of the San Francisco County Fair Building, 9th
Avenue at Lincoln Way, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco. Meetings feature educational lectures and displays of
plants. Go to the affiliate section of the BSI webpage for information about our meetings.
The BSSF publishes a monthly newsletter that comes with the membership. Annual dues are single ($15), dual
($20). To join the BSSF, mail your name(s), address, telephone number, e-mail address, and check made payable to
the BSSF to:
Harold Charns, BSSF Treasurer, 255 States Street, San Francisco, CA 94114-1405.

BSSF 2005 OFFICERS & DIRECTORS
PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
DIRECTORS:

Carl Carter
Bruce McCoy
Dorothy Dewing
Harold Charns
Keith Anderson
Roger Lane
Marilyn Moyer
Peder Samuelsen
Peter Wan

510-661-0568
510-835-3311
650-856-1441
415-861-6043
650-529-1278
650-949-4831
650-365-5560
650-365-5560
408-605-2637

carl.carter@ekit.com
bruce.mccoy@gmail.com
Harold@States-Street.com
e2keith@comcast.net
rdodger@pacbell.net
MarilynMoyer@comcast.net
Pedersam@comcast.net
peterkwan@earthlink.net

BROMELIAD SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL
The Journal is published bimonthly at Orlando, Florida by the Bromeliad Society International. Subscription price (in
U.S. $) is included in the 12-month membership dues: single ($28.), dual (2 members at one address receiving one
Journal -$30). Address all membership and subscription correspondence to: Membership Secretary, John Atlee,
1608 Cardenas Drive NE, Albuquerque, NM 87110-6628

BROMELIAD SOCIETY
OF
SAN FRANCISCO
Roger Lane
Newsletter Editor
551 Hawthorne Court
Los Altos, CA 94024-3121

Dues for our society are now payable!

